
Date of Proof: 

INVOICE / NAME / VERSION

Product: 4M x 6M Gazebo

Whilst our designers have closely followed every instruction you have presented, the acceptance of the 
final proof is your responsibility. By accepting this proof is correct, this is giving us the approval to begin 
the printing process. It is your responsibility following close examination of this proof to alert us of any errors. Any 
mistakes after this stage, we cannot take responsibility for. 

Please check very closely and let us know if there is anything that needs to be changed.

As this is a digital screen proof, this or any printed versions of it are not purposely designed for a colour proof, but to 
check the content only. 

Please provide Pantones or CMYK values. If none are provided, we will automatically colour match as best 
as we can. 
 

Whilst checking the proof in detail, please 
consider the following:

- Artwork Positioning
- Colours
- Fonts
- Sizes

- Spelling
- Company Details
- Contact Details
- Websites

* Please Note - We do not guarantee specific dates,  

although we do try to meet all customers deadlines.

14-21 days for dye sublimation from confirmation of artwork

3-5 working days for vinyl from confirmation of artwork

5-7 working days for flags from confirmation of artwork

(These are all subject to change)



Sign

PLEASE CHECK ALL DETAILS BEFORE SIGNING AND RETURNING BACK TO US

© All proofs remain the property of Gala Tent. If this has been 
sent to the wrong company, we apologise and request for this 
email to be deleted on arrival. Also if you could please send it 
to rhumphries@galatent.co.uk

GALA SHADE PRO STOCK CANOPY COLOURS
All sizes are available in our stock colours.

PURPLE:
2602C

RED: 
207C

YELLOW:
123C

GREEN:
349C

ORANGE:
165C

BLUE:
293C

WHITE GREY
4C

BLACK
6C

PINK:
219C

LEAFTREETAUPE
409C

Stitching

Print

Date
Spelling Grammar Colours Sizes

LeftFront Back Right

Folded over
artwork not 
visible

Front Outside half wall Left Outside half wall
Back Outside half wall Right Outside half wall

Right Outside  wallBack Outside  wallLeft Outside  wallFront Outside  wall

Front Inside  wall Left Inside  wall Back Inside  wall Right Inside  wall



*Please note, this is just a visual guide, 
and not an exact representation of
angle, size or positioning of artwork.
Refer to 2D design for this*
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PLEASE SEE OUR PRODUCTS THAT COMPLIMENT YOUR GAZEBO BELOW.
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Roller Banners 
from £49.99

Feather Flags
from £69.99

Printed Table Covers
from £89.99

Cafe Barriers
from £149.99

Pavement Signs 
from £58.33

Heras Banners
from £55.00

Exhibition Walling
POA

PVC Banners
from £5.00

Printed Clothing
POA

Vision Banners
from £133.33


